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Weekly Crime Report 
September 9th—September 16th, 

 

9/09/2022, 0030 HOURS, 10XX WAGON WHEEL TRL     DAMAGE TO PROP/FLEEING 

Officer called to a group home near the 1000 block of Wagon Wheel Trail reference staff members who had their 

tires slashed by a known suspect. The suspect was positively identified and Officer went to look for him in South 

Saint Paul. The Officer found the suspect and a struggle took place when he was being taken into custody. The    

suspect was chased on foot and a Taser was used. The suspect was found with the use of a K9 unit and taken into 

custody. The suspect received medical treatment for the narcotics that he said he ingested. He was medically 

cleared and taken to jail.  
 

9/09/2022, 1334 HOURS, 9XX CHIPPEWA AVE                           THEFT 

Resident from Chippewa Ave discovered that his catalytic converter had been cut off, and stolen. The time frame is 

very vague. There are no known suspects. case Status: Inactive  
 

9/09/2022, 1311 HOURS, 9XX SIBLEY MEM HWY                         FOUND PROPERTY 

While visiting a convenience store in the 900 block of Hwy 13, an employee asked if I could take a found wallet. A 

customer left a wallet behind a week ago. I attempted to locate a phone number, I was not able to. The wallet and 

contents have been entered into property.  
 

 

9/09/2022, 1354 HOURS, 11XX ORCHARD CIRCLE                               FRAUD 

Resident from Orchard Circle discovered that his social security number and business name were used to obtain a 

loan. The loan process started in August, 2020. It was discovered on 08-08-2022. There are no known suspects. 

Case Status: Inactive  
 

9/09/2022, 1206 HOURS, DODD ROAD                              FOUND PROPERTY 

Anonymous individual brought a license plate, walkie talkie and shirt that was found at the intersection of Dodd 

Road and Wentworth Avenue to the police department lobby. License plate was confirmed to be stolen in St. Paul. 

All items placed into evidence for safekeeping.  
 

9/10/2022, 1747 HOURS, 21XX HIGHWAY 13                      ANIMAL CALL 

Dog was found and brought to the South Saint Paul Animal Hospital.  
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9/11/2022, 1824 HOURS, 16XX SIBLEY MEMORIAL HWY                  FRAUD 

Officer was dispatched to take a report of two vehicles broken into on the 1600 block of Sibley Memorial Highway. 

One party had their vehicle damage. The other party had their vehicle damaged and purse taken. Credit cards 

from within the purse were taken and used. Forward to investigations.  
 

9/12/2022, 0800 HOURS, 6XX SUTCLIFF CIR                      DRUGS/DWI 

Called to the 600 block of Sutcliff Circle on a report of a possible impaired driver. Subsequent investigation led to 

the driver being arrested for DUI and Possessing a Controlled Substance. Report filed.  
 

9/14/2022, 1627 HOURS, MENDOTA HTS ROAD                            CPS REPORT 

Investigations received a CPS report. The investigation is ongoing.  
 

9/14/2022, 1400 HOURS, 23XX KRESSIN AVE                TERRORISTIC THREATS 

Officer was dispatched to a report of a threats complaint at the 2300 block of Kressin Ave. Officer determined a 

crime had been committed but there is no further threat to the caller. Case Status is inactive.  
 

9/15/2022, 1028 HOURS, 17XX LEXINGTON AVE           HARRASING COMMUNICATION 

Officer was called by a woman living near the 1700 block of Lexington Avenue reference harassing                       

communications and threats she had been receiving from a former boyfriend. All available information was         

collected and a report was completed. Forward to the Mendota Heights City Attorney for charging.  
 

 


